Trailway Types
The term "trailway" has been generically used by the Kalamazoo River Valley Trailway Partnership to
describe a multiple-use facility intended for bicycling, walking, running, cross-country skiing and inline
skating. Trailways are preferred to be implemented as shared use paths separated from vehicular travel
whenever feasible, but may also route on roadways in the form of bicycle lanes, paved shoulders or shared
use bicycle routes. For this reason, the following definitions and cross-sectional details are provided to
further clarify design treatments proposed for various segments of the project.
Please note that this Master Plan report, as prepared by the Consultant Team, is not intended to supersede
work done by the Kalamazoo River Valley Trailway Design Team. Thus we are not re-drafting common

AASHTO-type bike path design guidelines.1 Instead, we have visually incorporated recommendations of
the KRVTP Design Guidelines "Perpetual Draft" (as contained within Section IV) into a summary of the
various trailway types to be implemented along the 30-mile KRVT route.

Overland Trailway
This term is synonymous with "shared

use path" — which is defined as a bikeway
physically separated from motorized
vehicular traffic by an open space or

barrier, most often within an independent
right-of-way such as a utility easement,

a conservation easement or linear park.

This type of trailway is, in essence, a
bicycle path which is designed and
intended to be also used by pedestrians,
skaters, joggers and other non-motorized
users.
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For the purposes of the Master Plan, overland trailways are paths which are to be constructed on virgin
ground, with no preceding transportation use. As such, the cost of developing trails in these areas is
topically higher than rails-to-trails projects or on-road bicycling improvements, because of the clearing,
grading, subbase preparation, construction staging and other measures required to build in these
environments.

Rail-to-Trail

This trailway type is a shared use
path that utilizes the right-of-way of
an abandoned railroad corridor. Once
the tracks and ties are removed, there
is usually approximately 15" - 20'
width of ballast (the rocky sub
structure that supported the trains)
remaining on which to construct a

RAIL TO TRAIL

—

multi-use path. The remaining width
of the right-of-way accommodates
changes in grade for cut or fill
sections, which allowed the railroad
to follow a maximum five

percent grade. With this wide right-of-way and existing subbase, it is usually very straight forward and
relatively inexpensive to construct trails within abandoned rail corridors.

In and near the urban areas, rail-trails are recommended to be hard surface trails, most commonly asphalt
paving Crushed slag or limestone screenings may be used on rural sections that will experience lower

levels of use especially by pedestrians, wheelchair users, and in-line skaters who prefer a smooth surface.

A multi-use path built within the right-of-way of an existing, active railroad. AsofMarch ^ ?
to-Trails Conservancy reported that there were 37 corridors, in 16 states, that had parallel side-by-side rail
lines and trails 2 When such trails are located adjacent to branch lines or industrial spurs, the separation

distance between trail and tracks is typically less than 30 feet, with many as close as 8 feet Frequentiy,
the trails have minimal barriers, and those with barriers most commonly use vegetation and slight grade
separation.

In contrast, main line trains, mass transit lines, and recreational/tourist
trains are often separated from the railroad tracks by 50 to 100
feet, in addition to some type of barrier. The most common

barriers are grade separation, vegetation (including trees),
ditches or some kind of fencing. This separation is

/hr\

required primarily when these trains travel
at higher speeds and run frequently

o

o

through the corridor.

RA1L-WITH-TRA1L
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For the Kalamazoo River Valley Trailway project, the 8' to 30' separation distance may be used on sections

within the City of Kalamazoo where trains travel at a slower speed. If a trailway would parallel the
railroad in a rural section, the greater separation distance is recommended, with the trail being located

outside of the rail right-of-way. The affected jurisdictions, together with the Kalamazoo River Valley
Trailway Partnership, will need to work closely with the railroads to determine the exact requirements for
separation and/or barriers in each location.

Water's Edge Trail
When overland trailways are
to be constructed adjacent to

waterways, special design
treatments need to be
considered due to the sensitive

natural environment, poor soils
and potential for flooding.
A buffer of existing vegetation
must be preserved to stabilize
river banks and minimize soil

erosion into the river habitat.
For views of the waterway,

WATERS EDGE TREATMENT
>•» * «•«•

it is recommended to provide

overlook points rather than remove vegetation and construct the trail at the edge of the water. Where
vegetative clearing is needed within the trail corridor, hand-clearing is often recommended.

Water's edge trails must be designed with maintenance considerations in mind. The path surface is often
constructed of concrete to resist root damage by suckering plants and to withstand flooding. Often
traversing areas with poor soil characteristics, these trails need to be provided with a supportive subbase —
the use of geotextile fabric is typically required for additional stability and increased load bearing capacity.

Maintaining cross drainage is important both across the trail's surface, as well as under the trail.

Trails along waterways are very popular with users who enjoy the opportunity to have access to pristine
natural environments, and thus provide an excellent opportunity to educate trail users about sensitive
ecosystems.

Sidewalks
Sidewalks are the portion of a highway right-of-way, designed for the
preferential or exclusive use by pedestrians.

Sidewalks are usually separated

from the roadway with a curb and/or parkway (grass buffer strip) and
constructed of concrete or other hard durable material. Per urban design
standards, sidewalks should a minimum of be 5 '-6' wide and should meet

requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).3
On all segments of the trailway where bicyclists and skaters will be routed on
Sidewalks arefor
pedestrian use.

local streets and roadways, pedestrians and very young bicyclists should have
the option to walk/ride on the adjacent sidewalk. However, use of sidewalks
as the main trailway route is unacceptable, unsafe, and should be discouraged

for all but the youngest bicycle users.

♦
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Sidepaths

A sidepath is a two-way shared use path located immediately adjacent to a roadway, like an extra wide
sidewalk. This facility type is not recommended in most applications due to space limitations, operational
problems, and safety hazards at intersections. Sidepaths can be effective facilities along waterways, linear
parks, or in similar roadway corridors with limited adjacent development. However in most applications
where a trailway is proposed
to utilize a roadway corridor,
the preferred design
treatments for bicyclists and
inline skaters are on-road
bicycle lanes or paved

shoulders.4 Pedestrians have
the option of using sidewalks
where available.

Only when it has been

SIDE PATH
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determined that on-road
improvements are not
feasible, should sidepaths be
considered. Then, additional
criteria must be met to ensure
user safety:

Available Right-of-Way

To accommodate the KRVTP's 12' urban path standard, there should be 20' of available right-of-way.
This is necessary to provide for a 3' clear zone from obstructions, a 12' wide trail, and a 5' buffer/open
space which separates the path from the road. (Per AASHTO standards, if there is less than a 5' buffer
width, a 4.5' high physical barrier needs to be constructed.)
A

Number of Street and Driveway Intersections

Studies show that bicyclists who ride on sidewalks or sidepaths incur 1.8 times greater risk of being
involved in a collision with a motor vehicle than those who ride on the roadway5. This risk increases for
path users who are traveling against traffic — they have been found to be 4.5 times at risk as right-way

sidepath travelers6 — because motor vehicle operators are not looking for bicycles or other traffic off of the
roadway and/or coming from the opposite direction.

For this reason, sidepaths should not be considered when there are more than 12 residential driveways, 6
commercial drives/minor streets, or 3 major street intersections per mile.7 Beyond this, a cyclist would
face more than 1 driveway every 30 seconds, or 1 street every minute, whereby the safety and utility of the
path deteriorates dramatically. Commercial strips or other areas with heavy vehicular turning movements
are particularly dangerous.

Final Design Considerations

The above two criteria are most important to assess feasibility during the planning stages of a project.
However, when the trailway moves into the design and construction phase, additional problems will need to
be resolved, such as providing access to destinations located on the opposite side of the street from the
sidepath, modifying signal timing to permit non-motorized users to move through an intersection without
being hit by turning traffic, removing obstructions from sight triangles, locating crosswalks a proper
distance from the parallel roadway, and providing appropriate curb cuts and transition areas so that
bicyclists may access the path from both the parallel and intersecting streets.
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Bicycle Route

(Designated Shared Roadway)
A shared roadway which has been designated by

JMt

signing as a preferred route for bicycle use. Low
speed/ low volume streets and roadways are the
best choices for bicycle route signing. Under
such circumstances, cars and bikes can effectively

share an 11' or 12' wide travel lane, with no
special accommodations for bicycle travel, such as
wide curb lanes or striped bicycle lanes, needed.
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BICYCLE ROUTE

All hazards to non-motorized travel, such as unsafe drainage grates and wide, lateral pavement seams, must
be removed. A commitment to maintenance of the roadway, particularly the right hand edge, should also
be made before a street is designated as a bike route and/or part of the trailway system.

Wide Curb Lane
An outside or curbside travel lane of
sufficient width (14') for a bicyclist
and motorist to share the lane with a
comfortable degree of separation. The
bicycle space is not striped, and generally
the total width is less than a road with

a*

a paved shoulder or bike lane treatment.
Streets with wide curb lanes may be
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signed as bicycle routes when traffic
volumes and speeds are moderate to low.

WIDE CURB LANE

Bicycle Lane
A portion of a roadway, a minimum of 4' wide, which has been designated by striping, signing and pavement

markings for the preferential or exclusive use of bicyclists. Due to the safety hazards discussed under
sidepaths, bicycle lanes are always implemented as one-way facilities located on either side of a street, with
arrows and pavement markings indicating the proper direction of travel.
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BIKE LANES WITH SIDEWALKS
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Where on-street parking is present, the bicycle lanes must always be placed between the parking lane and

the travel lane, not next to the curb. Since bicycle lanes are highly visible they are often referred to "host
facilities," and as such, invite people to consider riding their bikes as an alternative to driving.
Bicycle lanes are most appropriate on streets with moderate to high volumes of traffic, where most cyclists
would not feel comfortable sharing a lane with traffic without the additional operating space. When

implementing these types of facilities, it is important to pay attention to the lane striping treatment at
intersections to help ensure that vehicles and bicycles are aware of each other when turning and merging.

Traditionally, shoulders are designed to provide structural support for a roadway and offer a breakdown

and recovery area for motor vehicles. When paved and maintained, and of sufficient width, shoulders
provide space for bicycle and pedestrian travel on roads without curb and gutter. Shoulders are separated
from travel lanes by striping, and may be designated as bike lanes through the addition of signing and
pavement markings, preferably when speeds are posted 45 mph and lower.

bicycle use should continue through

intersections and should not be routinely
used as right-turn lanes for vehicular

3O

£E

traffic. For both bicycle lanes and
shoulder lane treatments, it is important

OC

to try to meet the minimum national

I

I

I
I

standard for a 4'width. To be

shoulders that are 3' or narrower.

■

I

Paved shoulders that are intended for

should be placed to create II1 wide
motor vehicle travel lanes, rather than

■
■

Paved Shoulder

consistent with local design standards,
where space is limited and/or cost is a
consideration, the pavement striping

I
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PAVED SHOULDERS
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On high-speed, high volume roadways, shoulders of wider widths are preferred, as discussed on page 24.
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Structures

I

Structures include special trailway surfaces that are needed to cross natural barriers such as wetlands and
waterways. As such, structures often become focal points along the trailway route where users may stop
and rest or take in serene views of the natural environment.

Structures are traditionally the most expensive elements of trail construction, thus their use should be
limited to keep overall project costs realistic. On new structures, the minimum dear width should be the
same as the approaching trail width. The desirable clear width should include an additional 2-foot wide

I

area on either side, but this may not be possible due to cost considerations.

I

Most often used to traverse poor soils and/or

I

1)

Boardwalks

wetland habitats, boardwalks may be of three types:
Elevated Boardwalk

Decking is raised above ground level on

wooden piles or support piers. Railings
are required. Approach ramps are

■

desired to be at a maximum 5% grade.
Bicycle-friendly rails that meet
AASHTO specifications will be 4.5 feet

I

tall with a smooth rub rail at a height of

I

dictate additional requirements for
spacings of rails, most often such that a

I

in the railing design.

3.5 feet. Local/state building codes will

child's head cannot stick through gaps

2)

Boardwalk on Grade

I

In marginally wet areas where

I

boardwalks are most often

boardwalks can be constructed on
grade, railings are not required. Such
recommended for pedestrian-only

applications. Additional width is
recommended for bicycle use to provide

I
I

BOARDWALK TRAIL

BOARDWALK ON GRADE

a shoulder recovery zone so that bike
tires are less likely to slip off the edge.
3)

Floating Boardwalk

Pre-engineered units that come

I

assembled from the manufacturer may

I

permanent water. Recommended

I

for pedestrian use only.

be connected together to form a
"floating" boardwalk in areas of
without rails only when traversing
shallow water and in areas designated

•

MANUFACTURED
FLOATING BOARDWALK
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Culverts

The most economical way for a trail to cross ditches
and small spans of intermittent flowing water is to
place a metal or concrete culvert in the drainageway
and fill with appropriate base material to slightly
elevate the trail as it goes over the drainageway.
The cross-slope of the trail over and approaching the

«*-±

structure must be designed to direct water with die
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flow of the drainageway, or water will pond around,

DRAINAGE WAY SPAN

and potentially on top of, the trailway.
Bridges

For larger spans and in areas where fill is not
permitted, a bridge will be required. All bridges will
need to be structurally and hydrologically engineered
to permit appropriate water flows, withstand major
floods, and uphold loading requirements for passage
of emergency and trailway maintenance vehicles.
1)

Crossing Drainageways

In areas where culverts are determined to be
inadequate to accommodate water flows, a short
boardwalk-type of bridge may be built to span

DRAINAGE WAY SPAN

drainageways.
2)

Crossing Creeks

Larger structures with engineered concrete

abutments will be required to cross streams
and creeks. A pre-fabricated steel unit may be
cost-effectively used to span the waterway,
with site-specific designed approach ramps to

rrm cavemen Aeunexre
BXtfAneN*

CREEK SPAN BRIDGE

connect the structure with the trailway. On all
waterways with steep banks, railings to bicycle
facility standards should be placed on the
bridge abutments, as an added safety feature
to prohibit users from going down the
embankment.
3)

Crossing Rivers

River bridges are similar to creek
bridges, only of a longer span that
often will require a center pier

within the waterway for additional
structural support. Due to the
volume and velocity of water carried
by rivers in major storms, careful
design of major bridges is required to
minimize long-term maintenance

NCKMM. FLOn

RIVER SPAN BRIDGE

needs for these structures.
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Trailway Amenities
As mapped on the trailway segment maps
contained in Section m of this report, major
amenities include staging areas and overlooks.
Minor amenities include lighting, landscaping,
fencing and additional resting points with
interpretive signage, trailway benches and trash
receptacles.

■

i

OVERLOOK DECK

Due to the scale of a 30-mile project, the minor amenities are not site-specifically located on the Master
Plan maps, but an allowance for such items has been included in the project budget. Selection of the style,
color and placement of all amenities is part of the detailed work involved in preparing Construction
Documents, which will be required for each segment of trailway as it moves into an implementation phase.
Staeinp Areas

Also known as trailheads, staging areas consist of vehicular parking lots, trailway orientation signage,
picnic areas, and potentially, restrooms and drinking fountains. Staging areas are almost always located
where there are existing facilities to build upon, such as within a park adjacent to the trailway. Spacing of
trailheads is planned every 4 to 5 miles along the route.

R

R
R
R

Major Overlooks

Boardwalk-style decks are proposed to be built in key locations that offer exceptional views. Interpretive
signage explains the cultural, historical or environmental significance of the greenway at these sites.
Minor Overlooks

In addition, each Trailway Team is determining the location of supplemental overlooks or resting points
where selective improvements will be made on a site-specific basis. These minor overlooks are likely to
include such items as minor vegetation clearing, interpretive signage, fencing, and trailway furniture.
Kalamazoo River Valley Trailway Master Plan •
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Determining Appropriate Path Widths

The Kalamazoo River Valley Trailway Partnership has established a desired shared-use path width of
10' in rural areas and 12' in urban areas. Depending on the quantity and type of users anticipated to use a
given section of trailway, more or less useable surface may be warranted. Local Trailway Teams are
encouraged to re-evaluate their sections of trailway to determine where a cost savings may be realized in
lightly traveled areas. As a guide, the national average for walking trip length is 0.6 miles, and bicycling

trip length is 2.0 miles.8 Areas further removed from population centers or trailheads will likely experience
lower levels of use and can be designed to slightly narrower standards.
Conversely, selected in-town segments anticipated to have heavy multiple-use or frequent in-line skating
activity may want to consider a wider trail tread to more effectively accommodate two-way traffic and
passing situations. As a guide, the spatial requirements of various user groups are presented following:

Pedestrian Use
8-foot wide trail

I

I
I
I
I

Eight fast of apaca is

required for two pair of
pedestrians to paw each
other oornfortably.

I
I
I
I

pavement

I
Two-Way Bicycle Use
10-foot wide trail

Bicycles require 3.5 feet of
operating space, plus a 2-foot
shy distance from opposing
traffic and lateral obstructions.

I
I
I
I

I
shoulder
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shoulder

pavement
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Multiple Use
12-foot wide trail

Undar multi-uso condition*, tho
shoulders of a 12-foot wklo trail

csn provids sddition&l room for
passing and lateral ctoarancos.

shoulder

shouMar

In-Line Skating
16-foot wide trail

Skatsn require 6 feat minimum
c> operating tpace/8 fad for
a nomul liride. plus * 2.5-fod

fall long freo ot obttrucnens.

'shouUar

smooth pavement
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Determining Appropriate Roadway Design Treatments
The U.S. Department of Transportation publication Selecting Roadway Design Treatments to

Accommodate Bicycles may be used as a general guide to determine the most appropriate facility to use
within those roadway corridors selected for trailway routing by the various local KRVT Trailway Teams.
Using this approach relies on the following principles:

1)

There are two types of design bicyclists: Group A (advanced) and Group B/C (basic adult
and child). For the purpose of the KRVT study, the majority of trail users are assumed to
fall in the B/C category, thus on-road segments of this project needs to be designed for this
type of cyclist.

However, in areas that are more than 2 miles (the national average for bicycle trip length)
from population centers, recommendations for the Group A bicyclists may be used, since
children and less experienced adults will be less likely to ride longer distances.
2)

Current and anticipated traffic operations and design characteristics of the roadway will
affect the choice of bicycle design treatment and thus need to be examined. These include

looking at motor vehicle traffic counts (Average Daily Traffic or ADT) and average motor
vehicle operating speeds.

3)

This approach will maximize use of funds to improve roadway corridors most in need of
improvements for bicyclists, while utilizing routes that have acceptable characteristics for
bicycle and motor vehicles to "share the road" without any special bicycle accommodations.
It is based upon the premise that separated facilities are not needed in all situations, but a
greater degree of separation is warranted as motor vehicle speeds and volumes increase.

The following table represents a summary of recommended treatments to accommodate Group B/C
bicyclists within roadway corridors.9 For any new and major retrofit projects where space permits, these
design treatments should be used on the Kalamazoo River Valley Trailway Project. Where space is limited
or costs are prohibitive, and/or in areas further removed from a concentration of Group B/C users, a lesser
degree of accommodation is acceptable (generally the treatment as specified one box higher or one box to
the left on the table, which is typically the recommendation for Group A bicyclists). Lowering and
enforcing posted speed limits should also be considered as an effective way to improve bicycling conditions
without adding extra pavement width.

Average Daily Traffic (ADT)
Posted

Speed Limit
< 30 mph

30 - 40 mph

40 - SO mph

> SO mph
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< 2,000

> 10,000

2,000 -10,000

bike route,

bike route,

ideally w/ wide curb lanes

ideally w/ wide curb lanes

bicycle lanes

bicycle lanes

bicycle lanes
bicycle lanes

or paved shoulders

bicycle lanes

bike lanes or shoulders,

or paved shoulders

ideally 5'-6' wide

5'-6' bike lanes, shoulders,
or potential sidepath

paved shoulders,

shoulders, ideally 8' wide,

shoulders, ideally 81 wide,

ideally 5'-6' wide

or potential sidepath

*

or potential sidepath
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